Product Brief

DAB+ Voice Break-In Solution
The Voice Break-In (VBI) solution is a highly integrated, hardware based repeater and content replacement
system for DAB/DAB+. VBI‘s are in-tunnel/in-building broadcast systems that in case of emergency play
out real-time voice or pre-recorded audio via the DAB/DAB+ radio by replacing the regular program. With
our system, seamless switchover to emergency content is enabled by continuous synchronization to the
original carrier and completely hardware based demodulation and modulation.

Repeat Radio or Talk: The Voice Break-In
For proper in-car coverage and audio reception in both
standard operation and the case of emergency, on air
DAB/DAB+ ensembles received from outside the tunnel
are constantly analyzed and forwarded. The audio
payload is replaced with customer specific content (i.e.
emergency messages via microphone or phone, prerecorded content, VoIP, etc.) whenever needed by a
simple push of a button or fully digital via Ethernet.
The modified DAB/DAB+ ensemble is synchronized for
seamless switchover and fed into the tunnel or
specific sections of it by the repeater system.

Tunnel operators can switch from original broadcast
source to the modified signal without loss of signal
reception or receive interruption for the customer.
The system continuously monitors the input for the selfsynchronization and controls the scalable number of
multiplexes (MUX). The same monitor is used to autodetect and –follow the DAB/DAB+ ensemble configuration
and changes [ETSI EN 300 401].
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Benefits & Highlights of our Solution
▶

Repeater and Voice Break-In mode

▶

Scalable, up to 6 ensembles on a single unit

▶

No GPS reception needed

▶

Automatic gain control and attenuation and precise
RF input level measurement

▶

Dual RF output and individual selection of the mode
(voice break-in/repeater) for two tunnel tubes

▶

Automatic reconfiguration on changes in the
DAB/DAB+ ensembles

▶

Low power consumption (only 20W typ.)

▶

Second RF receiver available for monitor in tunnel
RF signal on a full redundant setup

▶

Two audio inputs for individual voice break-in on RF
output 1 & 2

▶

Future ready: modulator/demodulator fully
embedded in hardware, yet programmable (FPGA)

▶

Web management for control and monitoring

▶

Various interfaces, alarm outputs for signal loss or
customizable inputs/outputsCompact module or 19”
device available

▶

High reliability, MTBF

▶

All-in-one hardware solution
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Hardware Specification

All-in one hardware: improved reliability and low power
To guarantee high reliability, long term operation, compact
size and low power consumption, our system follows a
simple yet powerful approach where the complete
hardware is downsized to just few, but of highest quality
components. We’re not ready to make compromises when
it comes to quality.
All electronic parts are contained on a single board, from
RF input, digital signal and audio processor, to the RF
output.

Innovative: DAB-modulators and demodulators are
completely hardware based IP-cores, running on an FPGA
and without the need of an embedded computer.
Our dedicated RF frontends in conjunction with the high
speed analog to digital converters, allows to cover the
whole VHF Band III at the full bandwidth of 66 MHz with
processing capabilities of up to 6 ensembles on a single
hardware unit.

Our compact, fully integrated DAB/DAB+ Voice Break-In module. Multi-ensemble processing, IP
connection, low power consumption and a robust, RF safe casing are just some of the features we offer.

General Hardware Information
Frequency range (DAB/DAB+)

174-240 MHz

Typical power consumption (1 ensemble)

20W

Supply voltage (module)

6-15V DC

Supply voltage (rack version)

85-264V AC

Operating temperature

0-50 °C

MTBF

260908 h

Long-term availability

At least until 2030

Mechanical: robust housing
For optimal heat transfer and RF shielding, everything is
enclosed in a compact, fully milled aluminum case. For
custom system integration, the VBI solution can either be

delivered as a module (figure above) or, if preferred,
completely assembled in a 19” rack mountable chassis
including an AC power supply and cooling fan.

Chassis
Size (module, no power supply)

210x155x40 mm

Size (rack version)

483x88.1x280 mm (19”, 2HU)
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Hardware Specification

Operation Mode: Voice Break-In
Per default, all configured ensembles are repeated with low
latency to enable best reception quality and no interference
of the user experience. During Voice Break-In mode, all or
a selectable number of ensembles are replaced by custom

voice (via microphone input), pre-recorded messages or
audio via IP. Also, radio display messages are replaced
and fully customizable, by default showing “Police info”.

DAB+ Voice Break In
Supported bit rates

8, 16, …, 192kBit/s
(in multiples of 8kBit/s)

Supported sampling rates

32kHz, 48kHz

ETSI Standard

ETSI EN 300 401 compliant

Time Synchronisation Error

<10µs

Frequency Synchronisation Error

<5Hz

Audio Encoder

DAB+, DAB

Simultaneous encoders
(1 per bitrate needed)

15

Min. signal input level

-80dBm

RF Interface at the module: dual RF-input, clocking and dual RF-output.
E.g. our hardware also allows the independent operation of two tunnel tubes.

Operation Mode: Repeater
Thanks to the hardware embedded modulators, the group
delay in the repeater mode can be reduced to under 15µs.

The output has automatic gain control and high channel
suppression, low noise figure and high linearity.

Repeater
Adjacent channel suppression

>80dB

Out of band suppression

>55dB

Group delay

20.3µs

Noise figure

<10dB

Max. gain

75dB
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Hardware Specification

RF Specifications
The RF inputs and outputs both offer two channels and
are connected via SMA (module version) or customized
according to your needs (19” rack version).
Apart from a clock reference input, we offer a highprecision, lowest phase-noise clock reference output to

RF Input (2x)

synchronize other devices. GPS is not needed to operate
the device in Voice Break-In or Repeater mode. However,
for specific applications an optional GPS module can
readily be mounted for improved long-term clock output
stability.

RF Output (2x)

Impedance

50Ω

Impedance

50Ω

Connector type

SMA

Connector type

SMA

Max. input level sum

-10dBm

Max. output level sum

9dBm

IIP3 (0dB)

-7dBm

S22

<-9dB

IIP3 (15dB)

7dBm

OIP3

>30dBm

Max level set error

±0.2dBm

Modulation error
vector

>30dB @
4 ensembles,
each 0dBm

Input ESD protection
S11

<-10dB

Input attenuator

0..31.5dB
(0.5dB steps)

Max. level meas. error

±0.2dBm

Ref. Clk In
Impedance

50Ω

Max. input power

10dBm (2Vpp)

Clock Output
Impedance

50Ω

Output frequency

Programmable
(0.22 - 2370MHz)

Total Jitter [rms]

120fs typ.

Modular, broadband RF Interfaces (up to 150MHz RX- and 600MHz TXbandwidth) make our system ready for you customized frequency needs.
Contact us with your specifications.
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Hardware Specification

Whatever your interface needs are – we’ve got your back!
The system per default is set to indicate and output signal
alarms in case reception of one, multiple or all channels is
below a defined threshold or too weak. The audio input is
stereo fully differential and the stereo differential output
allows you to listen to any audio stream in real-time.

Audio Input

Besides the Gigabit Ethernet connection, we offer both
isolated RS485 with CAN support as well as isolated I2C
and customizable GPIOs. You decide: Voice Break-In
mode can be entered by buttons, switches, relays or even
via Ethernet interface.

Other Interfaces

Impedance

10 kΩ

Ethernet

RJ45, 1 GBit/s

Max input voltage

10 Vpp

GPIO

Format

analog, differential, stereo

8 channel
open collector or digital IO

RS485

CAN support

Fan connectors

2x at Vcc, 300mA max.

USB

1x Host, 1x UART

Audio Output
Audio Output

5 Vpp, Stereo, differential

Configuration and control
Full control over the hardware configuration as well as
the mode control and Voice Break-In functionality is
provided via a Web-Interface. For secure systems
where no Ethernet access is desired, the hardware can
easily be set up via USB-UART and new firmware is
simply loaded by replacing an SD card or by a USBstick and the push of a button.

Full redundant setup possible

System control and operation
Web-interface

for configuration and
control

Firmware Update

Via SD-card, USB
or Ethernet

19 inch enclosure available

Thanks to the optional second RF receiver a full redundant
setup with two independent DAB-VBIs is possible. In
normal condition the RF signal from the master device
output will be selected with a relay. The slave device
monitors that signal and in case of fault switches over the
relay.

What else?
In case you need different frequency ranges, intrusion
detection, localized operation restriction, precise clock
generation, reflected power sniffing or even a GSM
connection in the device, please talk to us!
We’re there to enable your desired features and discuss
any needs you might have.

19 inch, 2U enclosure with integrated power suppy, depth: 280mm
Please ask for a custom version.

Your personal contact:
Andreas Zutter
zutter@precisionwave.com
+41 78 891 28 83
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